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This can be the new reality

Real-time Insight

Focus on New Deployment Strategies

Focus on User Requirements

Customer Satisfaction
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SUSE: Underpinning Digital Transformation
Business-critical
Applications

Machine
Learning

Internet of
Things

Business
Analytics

High Performance
Computing

Traditional IT
& Applications

Application Delivery
Container Management

Platform as a Service

SUSE CaaS Platform

SUSE Cloud Application Platform

Software-defined Infrastructure
Services

Private Cloud / IaaS
Infrastructure
& Lifecycle
Management
SUSE Manager

SUSE OpenStack Cloud

Compute

Storage

Virtual Machine
& Container

SUSE Enterprise
Storage

SUSE Global
Services

Networking
SDN and NFV

Multimodal Operating System
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server

Public Cloud
SUSE Cloud
Service Provider
Program

Consulting
Services
Select Services
Premium Support
Services

Physical Infrastructure: Multi-platform Servers, Switches, Storage

Open, Secure, Proven
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How will you Leverage
Open Source to Drive
Innovation?
•

A flexible, open and modular IT approach
and infrastructure is critical to meet
business demands.

•

Prepare for that future now,
transforming your IT infrastructure
and application delivery approach
so you can innovate quickly.

•

Work with a partner who cares
about the success of your
business and treats you
like family.
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Identify
your top
three IT
priorities

Follow us
on social
media

Talk to the
SUSE team
to see how
they can
help!

Visit
suse.com
for more
information

What’s Next?
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Thank you for joining us today!
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General Disclaimer
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product. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making
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